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Abstract
Many world fi sheries have been managed under data-limited situations 
with varying levels of success. Unfortunately this still occurs in many 
fi sheries due to such factors as uncertainty during the initiation of new 
fi sheries, lack of monitoring and enforcement resources, and vast coast-
lines with multiple access points. One example of a data-limited fi shery is 
the commercial inshore gillnet fi shery of northern Queensland, Australia, 
where one of the main species taken is the king threadfi n, Polydactylus 
macrochir. Although rudimentary assessment of commercial catch and 
eff ort data from the king threadfi n fi shery indicates that this species cur-
rently is not overexploited, estimation of stock size using models has not 
been possible, and more robust assessments are hampered by limited 
biological data, an absence of monitoring data, unvalidated commercial 
logbook data, and a creep in fi shing eff ort as technology advances. Under 
such circumstances a precautionary approach to management is mandat-
ed. We advocate the use of a phased approach to risk-averse management 
for the king threadfi n fi shery, and we recommend the use of marine pro-
tected areas (MPAs) to conserve threadfi n aggregations as well as the use 
of maximum constant yield (MCY) to set a precautionary limit on annual 
catches. The use of such precautionary options in a phased management 
framework may be relevant to other fi sheries similarly challenged.
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Introduction
Many world fi sheries have been managed under data-limited situations 
with varying success. In developed nations many fi sheries are consid-
ered to be data-rich due to a long history of operation of fi shing fl eets 
and documentation of their harvest performance (e.g., Atlantic bluefi n 
tuna; Fromentin 2003). In contrast, there are also data-poor fi sheries that 
compromise managers because of such factors as inexperience during the 
development of new fi sheries (Great Barrier Reef live fi sh trade, Mapstone 
et al. 2001; Namibia orange roughy, Boyer et al. 2001), a lack of resource 
monitoring and fi shery enforcement (Gribble and Robertson 1998), and 
vast coastlines with multiple access points (see Parma et al. 2003).

However, despite having an extensive time series of catch and eff ort 
data, well-developed population models, and current biological informa-
tion, many of these data-rich fi sheries are over-exploited or have already 
collapsed (Safi na 1995). With such a poor record, the application of the 
precautionary approach demands managers adopt conservative manage-
ment strategies. This approach is called for when the level of uncertainty 
is high, particularly in data-limited situations. Indeed, many of the ex-
amples of fi sheries failures can be attributed to the perceived need for 
more information delaying the need for better management (Walters 
1998). The development in recent years of several management options 
that are considered risk-averse (e.g., Ministry of Fisheries 2002) now make 
it easier for managers to act responsibly and address concerns of risk and 
uncertainty in fi sheries. This is not to say that the manager’s job is an 
easy one, because the social and economic issues that must be considered 
in this process (Garcia 1994) often present confl icting objectives.

In Australia the majority of catch from domestic fi sheries is exported. 
The Australian Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) requires that all fi sheries that are man-
aged by the Commonwealth Government, or that export their product, 
must demonstrate ecological sustainability. As a consequence, stock as-
sessments of target species have been initiated for a number of Australian 
fi sheries, which in some cases represent the fi rst formal assessment of 
the fi shery. We carried out one such assessment on the king threadfi n 
(Polydactylus macrochir) fi sh stocks, an important component of a valu-
able multispecies commercial net fi shery in tropical Queensland waters 
(Welch et al. 2002b). This assessment identifi ed many data defi ciencies 
and uncertainties in the available database for the fi shery. Further, the 
ecological relationships among the suite of species taken in the multi-
species fi shery were unknown. Such circumstances demand that a precau-
tionary approach to management of king threadfi n stocks be undertaken. 
In this paper, we examine the attributes of the king threadfi n fi shery that 
make it data-limited, and suggest precautionary management appropriate 
to such circumstances. 
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What is a data-limited fi shery?
In a fi sheries context, a “data-limited” status is not necessarily easily de-
fi ned. Of course the amount of data available for any one stock or fi shery 
will vary but it is also likely that the perception of what constitutes “data-
limited” will also vary. For example, in developed industrialized fi shing 
nations, fi sheries with good stock-recruitment relationship data may be 
considered “data-limited” (Robertson et al. 2002). In other fi sheries the 
term may mean that information about catch, eff ort, species biology or 
even the species composition of the catch is lacking. It is also important 
to evaluate not only data quantity but also data quality. Whitworth et al. 
(2003) on page 113 state, “The quality of data should refl ect the prob-
ability of making a serious management mistake.” While these authors 
were referring to the collection of new fi sheries data, it also applies to 
available and historic data. To provide clarifi cation in terminology and 
application, we have adopted, and adapted, the defi nition of Restrepo et 
al. (1998) for what constitutes a data-limited fi shery (Table 1). As noted 

 

Life history 
characteristics 

Yes Yes Unreliable or limited 

data (e.g., logbook catch
and effort) 
 

   

 

Yes Yes Unreliable or limited 

Data time series >20 years Generally >20 years Generally <20 years 

Fishery independent
data (e.g., monitoring) 

   

 

Yes Available or limited No

 Stock assessment Sophisticated Simple sophisticated Minimal or lacking 

quantities 
Yes Limited No 

Stock size estimate Yes Yes No 

Fishery parameters 
(e.g., selectivity, 
fishing mortality) 

Yes Yes Unreliable or limited 

Control rules M, average catch, etc. 

Data quality High Moderate poor 

Uncertainty Accounted for Reasonable 
characterization 

Qualitative or 
lacking 

Fmsy, Bmsy, etc. F35%, B35%, proxies, etc.

Data rich           Data moderate                Data poor

Fishery dependent

Reliable MSY related

High moderate

Table 1. Fishery and stock assessment attributes used to delineate data 
richness (derived from Restrepo et al. 1998).
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by Restrepo et al. (1998), multispecies fi sheries often include stocks in 
the species complex that are data-rich while some are data-poor.

The Queensland Gulf of Carpentaria king 
threadfi n fi shery
In northern Queensland, Australia, the inshore commercial net and recre-
ational line fi sheries target many diff erent species on both the east coast 
and in the Gulf of Carpentaria (GoC). Both these regions represent vast 
areas that are very remote from human habitation and are largely inac-
cessible, except by vessel; management of these fi sheries is implemented 
from Brisbane, the state capital, some 2,500 km away. The GoC inshore 
net fi shery operates in tidal waters from the coastline and off shore to a 
25 nautical mile limit (Fig. 1).

The main target species is the centropomid barramundi, Lates cal-
carifer, and further off shore various carcharinid sharks and scombrid 
mackerels. The second most valuable catch component in these inshore 
fi sheries is the king threadfi n, Polydactylus macrochir. The king thread-
fi n is found in tropical and subtropical regions of Australia predomi-
nantly in shallow foreshore areas, but also in coastal rivers and estuaries 
(Kailola et al. 1993). King threadfi n are highly prized as both table fi sh 
and sportfi sh, and are taken by commercial, recreational and indigenous 
fi shers. The Queensland commercial inshore net fi shery was recently 
valued at approximately AU$12 million gross value of product, of which 
the GoC king threadfi n are worth approximately AU$2.2 million (Williams 
2002), making this a signifi cant contribution to the economy of coastal 
Queensland.

Biology and ecology
King threadfi n (Fig. 2) congregate in large formations during the Southern 
Hemisphere autumn and spring months in foreshore areas and in tidal 
fl ats at the mouths of rivers (Garrett 2002, Garrett and Williams 2002). 
Garrett (1997) estimated maximum size and age of P. macrochir in the 
GoC to be 120.5 cm fork length (FL) and 14 years, respectively.

King threadfi n spawn in late winter/early spring (Garrett 1997) and 
are protandrous hermaphrodites, changing sex from male to female dur-
ing their life cycle (Griffi  n 1990). This has important implications for man-
agement, as the larger predominantly female fi sh need to be retained in 
the spawning biomass to ensure adequate egg production. The observed 
range of sizes for mature male and female king threadfi ns were 28-101 
cm FL and 87-109 cm FL, respectively (Garrett 1997), suggesting that sex 
change occurs across a broad size range. Length at which 50% maturity 
in the female phase occurs is estimated to be 95.4 cm FL (114.9 cm total 
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Figure 1. Map of the Gulf of Carpentaria in Queensland, Australia, showing 
the location of the inshore net fi shery. The inshore net fi shery has 
two components: the inner N3 fi shery and the outer N9 fi shery. 
King threadfi ns are almost exclusively taken in the N3 fi shery.
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length, TL) and 6-10 years old  (Garrett 1997). This author estimated king 
threadfi n reached maturity as males from 28 cm FL (34.7 cm TL).

Commercial fi shing
The Queensland inshore commercial fi shery targets diff erent species 
depending on factors such as season, market forces, and catch rates 
of individual species. King threadfi n are targeted when they form large 
concentrations in foreshore areas. Hand-hauled setnets have traditionally 
been used by commercial fi shers in the GoC; however, the use of power-
assisted net haulers (net reels) is reported to have increased in the fi shery 
by at least 20% since 1998 (S. Peverell, fi shery observer, Department of 
Primary Industries, Northern Fisheries Centre, Cairns, Australia, pers. 
comm., 26 June 2004).

Compulsory logbook recording of commercial catch and eff ort in its 
current format has been in eff ect in Queensland since 1988. However, the 
fi rst year is considered a learning period and is not presented. The aver-
age annual catch of GoC king threadfi n for the period 1989-2002 was 344 
t and in 2002 catch was 444 t. Since 1989 the number of boats reporting 
catch of king threadfi n each year in the GoC has ranged from 76 to 96 
boats (Fig. 3). Eff ort has been relatively stable since 1994 at around 4,500 
fi shing days with an increase in 2001 and 2002 to around 5,400 days. 
Catch has increased since 1994 due to an increasing trend in catch per 
unit eff ort (CPUE) (Fig. 3). Higher catch rates in some years may be due 

Figure 2. A king threadfi n specimen, Polydactylus macrochir. 
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to changes in fi shing operations or to increased targeting of threadfi ns 
due to better market prices.

Recreational and indigenous fi shing
King threadfi n are a popular sportfi sh species for recreational anglers us-
ing hook and line, while the indigenous fi shery uses hook and line, nets, 
traps, and spears (Garrett 1995, 2002; Garrett and Williams 2002). Histori-
cal information on catch and eff ort for both these fi sheries is extremely 
limited and a recent estimate of catch was reported only at the scale of 
the entire Queensland state (Henry and Lyle 2003).

Resource monitoring
There are scant fi sheries-independent data available for the king threadfi n 
fi shery and a current GoC fi shery observer program does not collect data 
on the species. A statewide fi sheries monitoring program currently does 
not collect data on king threadfi n either.

Fishery management
Management decisions for the GoC inshore fi shery in the past have been 
driven by consideration for the main target species only, the barramundi, 
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Figure 3. Catch, eff ort, and CPUE for king threadfi n from the Queensland Gulf 
of Carpentaria inshore net fi shery, 1989-2002. Numbers over the 
bars indicate the number of vessels that reported catch for that 
year. (Source: DPI&F CFISH database.)
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with little regard for the multispecies nature of the fi shery. Management 
initiatives were implemented in 1981 for the GoC fi shery following con-
cerns that barramundi stocks were in decline due to increased fi shing 
pressure through the 1970s. The strategies employed eff ectively included 
all species taken by the inshore gillnet fi shery, and included the follow-
ing.

A temporal closure each year during the barramundi’s summer 
spawning season.

A reduction in commercial eff ort by limited entry licensing and 
controls on allowable fi shing gear.

Compulsory monthly logbook reporting of commercial catch and 
eff ort.

Protection of barramundi nursery habitats through area clo-
sures.

Changes to the king threadfi n minimum legal size (MLS) and recre-
ational bag limits were introduced in 1999, as well as the negotiation with 
industry for spatial closures through a buy-back of commercial licenses 
by government. Detailed spatial and temporal analysis of catch and eff ort 
has not been carried out to elucidate the eff ects on king threadfi n, if any, 
of the implementation of these arrangements.

Stock assessments
Stock assessment of Queensland threadfi n resources was fi rst attempted 
in 1997 (Gribble 1998), and then in 2002 (Welch et al. 2002b). In order to 
estimate current and past trends in relative biomass of GoC king thread-
fi n, attempts were made to fi t diff erent non-equilibrium biomass dynamic 
models to standardized commercial catch rate data using observation 
error estimation methods (Haddon 2001). A monthly production model 
developed for barramundi (D.J. Die, unpubl. data) at a stock assessment 
workshop (see Gribble 1998, Welch et al. 2002a) was used with the GoC 
king threadfi n data. The model provided only a very poor fi t to the ob-
served data due to strong inter-monthly variability in CPUE. Subsequently, 
two simple models were used: an annual Schaefer model (Schaefer 1954) 
and an annual Pella & Tomlinson model (Pella and Tomlinson 1969). Two 
estimates of the catchability coeffi  cient q were incorporated into the 
models to attempt to account for the increased effi  ciency likely to be in-
troduced to the fi shery with the reported increased use of net reels since 
1998 (S. Peverell, Department of Primary Industries, Northern Fisheries 
Centre, Cairns, Australia, pers. comm., July 2002). In each case, the pre-
dicted index of CPUE was unreliable, with a very poor fi t to the observed 
data. This is likely due to failure of the data rather than the models 
(Hilborn 1979). That is, there was not suffi  cient variability in CPUE and 

•

•

•

•
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fi shing eff ort to reliably estimate the parameters of the model (Hilborn 
and Walters 1992) and therefore stock size.

Uncertainties of the Queensland GoC king threadfi n fi shery 
data and parameters
In Queensland fi sheries assessments, commercial CPUE is used as an 
indicator of trends in the status of a fi sh stock under the assumption 
that CPUE is proportional to stock size (Williams 2002). In the GoC king 
threadfi n fi shery, trends in CPUE do not show any indications that stocks 
are currently under threat. However, due to the aggregating nature of the 
species, any decline in the abundance of the stocks may not be refl ected 
in changes in CPUE due to the effi  ciency of targeting individual schools 
(hyperstability) (Hilborn and Walters 1992). Also, fi shers have reported 
that an increase in inter-annual variation has recently occurred in the 
frequency, size, and duration of threadfi n aggregations on the inshore 
fi shing grounds and that some operators now regularly target populations 
of adult fi sh located farther from the coast (Williams 2002). The increased 
expansion into new areas has been possible through the use of hydraulic 
net reels and may explain increases in catch in the last two years.

Eff ort creep may also be a factor aff ecting catches and catch rates for 
the GoC inshore net fi shery, with the introduction of net reels and their 
use by a growing number of operators. Net reels greatly improve the 
effi  ciency of fi shing activity in two ways: faster automated net retrieval 
means more sets can be employed in a given period of time, thereby 
improving catch rates, and product loss is likely to be signifi cantly de-
creased.  Using net reels, catch rates of over 1.5 t of king threadfi n per 
hour per 600 m net have been recorded in the GoC (Gribble 2004). The 
introduction of net reels should increase the proportion of fi sh that are 
marketable. 

Industry sources report that signifi cant loss of product occurs mostly 
at the net due to predation, from deterioration of fi sh fl esh quality during 
big catches and high water temperatures (> 30°C), and sometimes being 
left high and dry at low tides. Therefore reported catch is most likely to 
be an underestimate of total commercial catch, and by how much is a 
critical uncertainty. These factors also mean that post-release mortality 
is likely to be high. Uncertainty also exists in the reported levels of catch 
and eff ort because no validation of GoC logbook CPUE has been carried 
out (L. Williams, DPI&F Fisheries Business Group, Brisbane, Australia, pers. 
comm., 5 July 2002). Further, current GoC commercial net fi shers logbook 
entry procedures do not allow any distinction in recording eff ort between 
targeted and incidental catch so that current measures of eff ort are not 
likely to be proportional to fi shing mortality.

The MLS of 60 cm TL for GoC king threadfi n does not allow 50% of 
females to spawn at least once before becoming vulnerable to the fi sh-
ing gear. In particular the larger, older females recruit to the fi shery well 
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before the estimated size of 50% female maturity of 114.9 cm TL (Gar-
rett 1997). Very few fi sheries-independent age and length data of king 
threadfi n are currently available, even for monitoring purposes, and the 
last dedicated sample collection program occurred a decade ago (Garrett 
1997). Preliminary genetic work has indicated that separate sub-stocks 
may occur in the GoC (Garrett 1997). This observation, coupled with fi sh-
ery targeting of king threadfi n concentrations, suggests there is potential 
risk of localized depletions of sub-stocks. Further, a large portion of the 
GoC falls under a separate jurisdiction, the Northern Territory, where 
management arrangements for threadfi ns diff er from Queensland. Also, 
from preliminary analyses, estimation of the size of the GoC threadfi n 
stock has not been possible (Gribble 1998, Welch et al. 2002b).

Precautionary fi shery management options for 
the GoC threadfi n fi shery
Based on the defi nitions provided in Table 1, and given the uncertainty 
in the available data set, we consider that the Queensland GoC king 
threadfi n fi shery is data-poor. The uncertainties present in the fi shery 
data and parameters are many and varied. Individually, each represents 
a potential risk of stock depletion, but collectively this risk is increased. 
In such a situation the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conserva-
tion (EPBC) Act demands the implementation of a precautionary approach 
to management until levels of fi shery uncertainty are reduced. In recent 
years, several diff erent management strategies have been promoted as 
being risk-averse and suitable for situations of uncertainty. Here we dis-
cuss some of these options with particular reference to their suitability 
for the GoC king threadfi ns.

Setting reference points
Setting reference points is a management strategy that has received much 
attention in recent years. A limit reference point represents an upper 
(or lower) limit for the safe exploitation of a fi shed stock while a target 
reference point represents the level of exploitation that takes into ac-
count uncertainty (Caddy and McGarvey 1996). Under this scenario, the 
target reference point is determined by the level of precaution deemed 
to be required in managing the particular stock. This approach could be 
applied for the GoC king threadfi n, with the major limitation being that 
the only quantitative estimates that could be used as reference points 
for the fi shery involve the use of catch and/or CPUE. As stated above, 
Queensland fi sheries managers use commercial CPUE as a major indi-
cator for the state’s fi sheries. However, these variables are notoriously 
unreliable as fi shery indicators and we caution the use of catch or CPUE 
as reference points for GoC king threadfi n stocks until a greater under-
standing is attained of the relationship of such indicators to stock size. 
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Validation of commercial logbook data is also required to reduce the cur-
rent uncertainty in the use of these as fi shery indicators.

Quota systems
In data-poor fi sheries, a quota (total allowable catch, TAC) can be scaled 
downwards to create a buff er to compensate for uncertainty, and can be 
empirically determined or “guessed.” Frederick and Peterman (1995), us-
ing allowable harvests based on point estimates, used a simulation model 
to estimate the optimal adjustment and showed that by incorporating 
uncertainty into the simulations, large adjustments to harvest levels are 
often needed. They also argued against arbitrary adjustments to account 
for uncertainty. Further, it is likely that an adaptive quota management 
framework that is highly responsive to trigger events will perform better 
in uncertain situations (Sladek Nowlis and Bollerman 2002). Individual 
transferable quotas (ITQs) are a preferred approach as they negate the 
“race for fi sh” attitude that can occur with a TAC, but good monitoring 
procedures need to be in place as management with ITQs also may en-
courage under-reporting of catch and high-grading (Hilborn and Walters 
1992). 

Currently, no quota system operates for the GoC king threadfi n or any 
other species taken in the inshore fi shery. Quota management systems 
usually rely on estimation of MSY or an alternative, and so assessments 
of stocks need to be more accurate (Walters and Pearse 1996); however, it 
is likely that we will never be able to reliably estimate stock size even for 
data-rich fi sheries (Walters 1998). The New Zealand Ministry of Fisheries 
has developed a conservative strategy for data-limited situations by using 
a method for determining an alternative to MSY. Maximum constant yield 
(MCY) is defi ned as “the maximum constant catch that is estimated to be 
sustainable” (New Zealand Ministry of Fisheries 2002). MCY represents 
the average catch that can be taken from a stock taking into account the 
natural variability inherent in the particular stock. As long as the catch 
is below this range of natural variability it is considered to be sustain-
able. Caution with the use of MCY should be exercised, however, as using 
the MCY strategy at low stock sizes involves high risk because a larger 
proportion of the stock is being removed. Walters and Pearse (1996) state 
that with uncertainty, quotas need to be conservative, possibly to the 
point of cutting economic gain. This would certainly be the case with the 
GoC king threadfi n fi shery, as the use of the MCY strategy and its equa-
tions used to calculate catch levels would result in a reduction in catch 
of approximately 46% based on current reported levels.

Quota management can be a robust conservative strategy for a data-
limited fi shery, although implementation and enforcement in a vast and 
isolated region such as the GoC may make them cost-prohibitive. An 
expansion of the onboard fi shery observer program through industry 
funding may provide one solution to alleviate this issue. Further, the use 
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of quotas based on commercial catch would also necessitate the valida-
tion of logbook information.

Spatial and temporal closures
Marine protected areas (MPAs) have been increasingly used globally as a 
conservation and fi sheries management strategy. Many authors advocate 
MPAs as insurance in situations of persistent uncertainty (e.g., Lauck et al. 
1998). This concept has merit; however, it relies on guesswork to some 
extent as optimal design of MPAs is not fully understood and will likely 
vary for diff erent species and diff erent fi sheries. Several authors recog-
nize this and suggest that MPAs should be implemented in an adaptive 
management framework (Sainsbury 1991, Carr and Raimondi 1999). In a 
fi sheries context, the eff ectiveness of MPAs has been demonstrated us-
ing model simulations. For example, Holland (2003) demonstrated that 
area closures could increase both the productivity and profi tability for 
the Canadian Georges Bank multispecies groundfi sh fi shery. In real data 
situations, temporal and spatial closures have been eff ective in protecting 
spawning aggregation for red hind in the U.S. Virgin Islands (Beets and 
Friedlander 1999) and in maintaining fi sheries yield in adjacent fi shing 
grounds (Russ and Alcala 1996). In the GoC a temporal closure in place 
during the spawning season of barramundi appears to have contributed 
to an increase in the stock size of this species (Welch et al. 2002a). A 
number of spatial closures have been implemented in the GoC; however, 
threadfi ns are a fairly mobile and schooling species and these closed ar-
eas are currently very small in terms of the available fi shing area. Further, 
they are predominantly located in estuaries and river mouths to ensure 
protection of barramundi spawning and nursery areas. A precautionary 
approach to protect king threadfi n stocks eff ectively using MPAs in the 
GoC would require the protection of several larger areas of foreshore 
habitat where threadfi ns are known to aggregate, and the guaranteed 
enforcement of these areas (see Gribble and Robertson 1998). Due to the 
mobility of king threadfi ns, the eff ectiveness of MPAs would need to be 
carefully monitored until further information is collected, and targeted 
protection of the fi sh during their spawning times may prove the most 
eff ective use of MPAs. Implemented in an adaptive framework, MPAs are 
likely to represent the strategy that is the least resource demanding in 
protecting GoC king threadfi n stocks.

Other strategies
Input controls such as those already implemented in the GoC inshore 
net fi shery, although less highlighted in the literature as precautionary 
measures, can be adjusted to allow for uncertainty. Examples include 
eff ort controls such as reductions in net length, changes to mesh sizes, 
or a reduction in the number of fi shing licenses. For the GoC inshore net 
fi shery, eff ort creep has been identifi ed as a potentially problematic issue. 
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Therefore the banning of net reels may represent a realistic precautionary 
management option both from an implementation and an enforcement 
perspective. However, such a move would be sub-optimal economically 
and would not alleviate any issues relating to product loss.

When carried out against clearly stated and quantifi able objectives, 
simulation modeling is a useful tool in assessing diff erent management 
strategies under uncertainty (Smith et al. 1999, Milner-Gulland et al. 2001, 
Hoyle 2002). Ideally this approach would be used for the GoC inshore 
net fi shery. However, the data requirements currently exceed availability 
for king threadfi n.

Future assessments
In terms of addressing data issues, it is worth noting that data-limited 
fi sheries often arise because of certain characteristics of the fi sheries 
themselves. Such fi sheries may be new or developing, may be of low 
value, or the cost of data collection may be prohibitive due to the geo-
graphic spread and remoteness of the fi shing grounds and a multiplicity 
of access points. All of these issues are relevant to the GoC king threadfi n 
fi shery. Some of these issues may be overcome through better use of the 
existing data (Hall 2003), greater involvement of industry in data collec-
tion and fi shery monitoring (Parma et al. 2003), or by using data proxies 
(Hoenig 1983, Restrepo et al. 1998) and meta-analyses (e.g., Myers et al. 
1999). Despite this, all Australian fi sheries must now legally demonstrate 
ecological sustainability, and to do this for the GoC king threadfi n fi shery 
a greater degree of certainty in the current fi shery data and parameters 
is clearly required. This would suggest increased data collection and 
improved fi shery-dependent and fi shery-independent monitoring for the 
GoC king threadfi n fi shery be required by law.

Multispecies considerations
Traditionally, management of multispecies fi sheries has relied on spe-
cies-specifi c assessments without much consideration of interspecifi c 
relationships and hence the fl ow-on eff ects of fi shing for particular spe-
cies. In meeting ecologically sustainable development (ESD) requirements 
and with the availability of greater computer power, there has been a 
growing impetus in recent years toward investigating ecosystem-oriented 
assessment and management, which attempts to account for relation-
ships among target and non-target species (e.g., Ecopath: Christensen and 
Pauly 1992; Ecosim: Walters et al. 1997). Development of these methods 
is progressing slowly due to the lack of understanding of these complex 
relationships among species. Despite the challenges brought by the data-
intensive requirements of multispecies approaches, consideration of the 
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eff ects of fi shing on all species groups is now mandatory in Australian 
fi sheries.

An important aspect of the king threadfi n fi shery in the GoC is the 
multi-specifi c nature of the entire inshore net fi shery, of which it is a 
component. The species predominantly taken in the N3 component of 
the inshore net fi shery, which operates out to 7 nautical miles, are: bar-
ramundi, king threadfi n, and four-fi ngered threadfi n (Eleutheronema 
tetradactylum), with small quantities of grunter (Pomadasys kaakan and 
P. argenteus) and triple tail cod (Lobotes surinamensis) (Williams 2002). 
The separately licensed N9 component of the inshore net fi shery oper-
ates in the band 7-25 nautical miles from shore, targeting tropical shark 
(about eight species) and grey mackerel (broadbarred king mackerel, 
Scomberomorus semifasciatus) (Williams 2002). These species are also 
taken by Northern Territory fi sheries, managed separately under a dif-
ferent jurisdiction but operating in a signifi cant portion of the GoC. The 
ecological relationships among all these species are not understood and 
to date have not received consideration. Barramundi in particular also 
represent an iconic species across northern Australia due to a valuable 
sportfi shing industry, their fi ne table quality, and their signifi cance in in-
digenous folklore. The ecological consequences of a collapse in GoC king 
threadfi ns are unknown. A possible consequence of a collapse in king 
threadfi ns would be a shift in eff ort to other species within the fi shery. 
Currently, barramundi stocks are thought to be increasing under current 
management arrangements (Welch et al. 2002a), four-fi ngered threadfi n 
stocks are considered at high risk due to uncertainty (Welch et al. 2002b), 
and no monitoring or assessment has been undertaken for the other 
species (Williams 2002). Barramundi are a high trophic level predator, 
and their increasing numbers could impact the other target species via 
recruitment processes, juvenile and adult predator-prey relationships, or 
competition. It is also possible that increased targeting of alternative spe-
cies other than barramundi would have negative impacts on those stocks. 
Alternatively, a decline in total catch of any of the other target inshore 
species may result in increased targeting of king threadfi n. 

The consequent social and economic eff ects for the GoC fi shery and 
the GoC community of a collapse in king threadfi ns are also unknown, 
and are likely to be signifi cant. The barramundi is a major draw card for 
sportfi shers from around the world for a thriving and valuable sportfi sh 
industry in the GoC, of which threadfi ns are a component.

Development of multispecies approaches are occurring slowly using 
model simulations. These methods are data-intensive and, so far, fi shery-
specifi c. Although the potential relationships among species in the GoC 
are certain to be complex and data-intensive, that does not mean that 
we should not attempt to consider the interrelationships in assessment 
for management. Single-species assessments are likely to be the only ap-
proach for the present for data-poor fi sheries such as the GoC inshore net 
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fi shery. But we can still put assessment of this fi shery into a multispecies 
framework, if only rudimentary. Assuming there are ecological linkages 
among the species targeted in the GoC, then it is likely that some basic 
fi shery indicators will also be linked among the species. Such indicators 
include fi sheries-dependent (catch, CPUE) and fi shery-independent (size, 
age) information. Even in data-poor fi sheries, these data types have often 
already been collected or can be collected relatively easily and cheaply. 
Fishery-independent data represent the most reliable indicators, and such 
data are not currently available for any species other than barramundi 
in the GoC inshore fi shery. The inclusion of other inshore species in the 
monitoring program is an urgent challenge for Queensland fi sheries 
management.

Long-term data acquisition on the ecological relationships among 
targeted species will help achieve the sustainable management of the 
fi shery; however, the complexity of such relationships means that man-
agement for sustainability must proceed for the moment in the absence 
of this knowledge. In Australia, the EPBC Act promotes ecosystem-based 
management, and since many of Australia’s fi sheries can be considered 
data-poor, this approach may be prohibitive at the moment. It is more 
likely that simple alternatives for assessment and management will be the 
only options for data-poor multispecies fi sheries and these alternatives 
should be explored and adopted to the greatest extent possible.

Conclusions and recommendations
As in other data-limited fi sheries, this paper highlights a fi shery lack-
ing in information traditionally used to guide management. The king 
threadfi n fi shery in the multispecies GoC fi shery, although having been 
in operation for over 15 years, is still in an early stage of assessment. 
This is due, in part, to a lack of institutional resources necessary to carry 
out assessments adequately. The fi shery is data-poor and a high level of 
uncertainty is associated with the status of the stock. It may well be that, 
contrary to indications outlined above, king threadfi n populations in the 
GoC are healthy and stable. But clearly, without data collection, there is 
no sure way to establish the real status of the resource. In the absence of 
information and resources necessary to carry out more formal analyses, 
a precautionary approach to management should be adopted until greater 
certainty in stock levels can be established. The GoC is an area that 
presents many challenges for fi sheries managers due to its vastness and 
isolation, and any new management would require care in implementa-
tion with consideration of enforcement capabilities. We advocate the use 
of a phased approach to risk-averse management for the king threadfi n 
fi shery and we recommend the use of marine protected areas (MPAs) to 
conserve aggregations. We also recommend the concurrent use of maxi-
mum constant yield (MCY) to provide a precautionary limit on annual 
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catches. Careful monitoring of CPUE, and the accumulation of further data 
that reduce the current uncertainties identifi ed for king threadfi n stocks, 
will allow the phasing-in of future adjustments in allowable catch levels 
and timing and location of MPAs.

The development of strategies to improve king threadfi n fi shery data 
quantity and quality should also be adopted, preferably within a risk 
assessment framework to optimize data collection in a resource-limited 
management environment. Immediate requirements necessary for the 
eff ectiveness of the management scenarios suggested above are the 
validation of commercial logbook information and the identifi cation of 
areas within the entire GoC where king threadfi n aggregate, and whether 
they represent spawning aggregations. Also critical and a major recom-
mendation is the inclusion of king threadfi n on the species list currently 
monitored annually using fi shery-independent surveys.  Knowledge of 
the annual age structure of the catch of king threadfi n taken in diff erent 
areas of the GoC would very likely provide a reliable indicator for king 
threadfi n stocks.

These suggested approaches represent pragmatic options under the 
circumstances of the king threadfi n fi shery in the GoC, and refl ect the 
urgent need to reduce levels of uncertainty relating to stock health. Re-
ferring back to the quote of Whitworth et al. (2003) made earlier in this 
paper, data collection needs to be strategic and refl ect the risk of not 
having that information. For data collection in data-poor fi sheries similar 
to the king threadfi n fi shery, this is a simple and reasonable philosophy 
to adopt. Ultimately, however, policy-makers need to back up legislation 
with resources to meet requirements that ensure fi shery sustainability, 
including actual implementation of the precautionary approach in man-
agement. 
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